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ABOUT THE IPTS REPORT
ffthe IPTS Report uas lduncbed rtt Decentber 1995, ort tbe request and under the auspices of Commissioner
I Cr"rro,, Vhat see»rcd like a dauntirtg cbatlenge irt late 1995, nou,appeat iu retrospect as a crucial
galuanser of tbe IPTS' euergres and shills
Tbe Report bas published artrcles m mtrnera$ areds, mditùaining a rough balartce betu,een them, aud
expltttntg rnterdisciplinaritl' as far as possible Artrcles are deetned prospectil,elt' relel,ant if tbey attempt to
etpkre issues not.l'et on the pohc.tnnker agenda (but projected b he tbere soorpr or later), or
uncleruppreaated aspects o/lsre.s alread-l'ut the pohc.t'nxaker's agenda The long drafting and redrafting
process, based on a series cf interactiue cottsullations u'ttb otttsde ea:pefis guarantees, Etalit-t'cotirol.
Tbe ftrst, and pctsstbll' most stgnificant indicator. rf success is that tbe Repofi ts berng read The ssue 00
(December 199, had a pnnt ntn of 2000 copies, irt Lthat seemecl an optinxistic projectiot't at tbe ttnrc. &nce
ùen. rts arculatrcn bas been boosted b 7000 copies Requests for subscripttons hat'e come ,'tot onll,from
t'anous parts of Europe but also front the US, Japan, Australu, Latin Arneica, N Afica, etc
The laurels the publrcahc»t $ reapmg are rendenng il ottractu,e lor autbon fxm outside tbe Commissir»t.
V/e baye alread.l' published corttributir-uts b.l' authorc from sucb rqxxurcd insttutions as tbe Dutch TNO, the
Gerntan \DI, tbe ltalian ENEAand the US Cottttcù cf Strategtc and hùernational Studies.
Moreorer, the IPTS fitrmall,y' collabctrates ort the productron of the IPTS Report uritb a group of prestigknts
European tnstttuhons, u,ttb u'hon the IPTS has fornted tbe European Science and Technoktgy' Obseruatory
(ESTO). an impofiant part of tbe rentit of tbe IPTS. The IPTS Report is tbe most L,isible manifestatiott of this
collaboratiott.
Tbe Report s produced smtultanerntsl,f infour languages (Enghsb, Frertcb, Gernan and Spanrsh) b1'the
IPTS; tct tbese one could add lhe ltalian trauslctti<ttt triutfieered h1' ENEA: 
.l'el dnotber sigtt of tbe Report's
tncreastng ustbilit.l,. Tbe fact lbat t $ rtot ortl-y, auailable m sercrul latryuages. hi also largel-J,prEared dnd
produced ott Ìhe Intertrct World Vrde Veb, makes fi quile an uncommon undertakmg
We shall contitlue to ertdeaaxtr to find the best tra-1' rf fulfilliug the expectatk»ts of our Eute dn,erse
readenbrp, atordntg ouerstnxphrtcattort, as u,ell as enc.1'clopaedic reuetus and tbe inaccessibilitl, oJ'academic
purrnls Tbe ke-l'rs to renttnd ounelrcs, as uell as the reaclers, tbat u'e can,lot be all things to all people, tbat
i xs t?nportail tu can,e our niche and cr»ùirtue opnndll-l,etplctring and expktiting it, boputg b rllumtnate
topics ttttder a neu), rercahng hgbt for the beneftt rf the readers, tn order to prepare them for ntatmging the
challenges abead
,T'T'
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Pre/ace
be aAaphttbn o/ the qttent of proàuctiott to change.t itt lociety ,tnA econontic
anA environtnental conttntint,t àenmnA,,, amonq other thing,t, thttt retettrcb
able to bring about neu, knrrn,-brru,, proàuct.t, proceAure.t anA trube.t, be àevelopeA.
In tbù qirit, tbe CommLt.tiott htt t .tet up a ,teri^e.t ,tf multu)ùciplinary tatk-/orce,t
vitb tbe follou,ing ainu: ìefining re.,earch prioritiz,t in clo.te con.tultatiott u'ith tbe
,tocio-economir actor,t concerneà; ttrengtbening coorAinatiort ltetryeen European,
national anl priuate re,tearcb actiuitie.t anA tilmuLttinn of an enyirorunent
fau o u rab le to in no prt t itt tt.
Tbe "Enpirottntent - Water" ta.tk-force, creatuA ahng tbete line,t, h*, unàertaken a
lengtby cotuultatirrn s,itb ComntLuion .teruùet anà t/te yariou.t European actor.t
concerneA, .tucb at ltu.tine.t.te.t anà otber u,ater treatment anA àùbibutiort utilitir.r,
publit anA private re.,earcb centre.t, u.ter .tector.t ttt reqional anà national [eye[, etc.
The re.,ultt o/ tbet contultatiott.t anà analy.tit, u,hicb /aape lteen carrieA out itt
parallcl, bape .terpeA botb to take a 
.freth look at actùtn.t currently in progre.t.t anà
to Aeuelop an action plan/or Ettropean re.tearch inttt u,aterfor the yeant,theaA.
The re,tearcb actit'itie.t cooerel by the Fourth Frames,ork Proqramme baye alro been
reoùtyeò, witb the aint o.f prontotittg ,tynergùt bets,een tbe rùntific, econrtntb anA
tecbnologicrtl àontaint concerneà. The àialogue entltlitheò /tets,een the proqrannu
coorAinator.t ttnA other Commùtion .terpùet bttt unAertneA the importance o/
,tupporting otber European s,ttter-relateà politic,r (for e*tmple, ,tgritulture,
regional leoelopment anò international cooperation) in acbitving tbeir goab. It had
abo rryeà to ckri/y tbe .tocio-ecottotnic, in ttittttional anà political conteott in u,hicb
re.,earcb re.rultt .thou? be appraùeA.
Tbe actiott plan .tet out by my .terpice.t at the .ttart of tbe current year u,at pretenfuA
anA Aitcu.t,teA àuring a 'valilation' ,teminar on l9-21 June Lwt year in Baveno
(Inly) to u,bi^ch the nmin participantt in the contultation proceat, otber Attmain
T-J''-J
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experhr, a.t u'ell at t/to.te European organization., u.,ually cotuulfuA concenting tbe
Airection given to European rerarch, s,ere all inuiteA tu aftenA. Thi"t action pkn Aealt
witb tbe .rurveilknce anA evaluatittn o/ tbe ttate anA Aevelopment o/ European freth-water
rerourceJ, preuentiott anA treatment o/ pollution, tbe /igbt againrt chronb tbortage,t in
certain regiottt, u,ater,tauingt wbirh can lte acbieueà in agriculture anA inAu.ttry, an? in
partirular tbe Aeoelopm^ent of /inancial anA in rtitutittnal inttrumentt aime) at achicving
more rtttional management of thi.t preciou,t r&tource. Tbe fizD copere? takea in the
compbteA batit re.tearcb, inAutrial anA pre-.rtanAaiAizttian retearch, the ?elelopmtnt o/
tnet.turement ,ty.ttem,t anA AecLtion .tupport toob, tecbnologi"cal anA management
innovationt, togetber u,itb tbe àùamination of knon,lcAge anA knos,-bos,. The licD il
u,i)e, but actiont for priority ,tupport along uariou.r a^re,t /taue been AefineA witb precLtion
.to at bett to acbieve a concentration of European re,tearcb actiuiticd anA n better meet'tbe
expectationt of citizen.r anA tocio-economb actor,t in term.t o/ tue value o/ the
inve.t t ig a t io n fo r t be ir ac t iu it it.t.
Thit action plan, /ruit o/ more than a year of analytlt anA coruultation, i.t a bigbly
paluable contribution to the Aetuiltà Ae/inition o/ tbe content of tbe "key actiott" /or tbe
management anA quality o/ water put /orwarA by tbe Commiadion /or the Fifth
Framework Programme. The àùcu.t.,ioru bave got s1r, 72stat frameu,ork programme o// to
a qooA .tturt anA tbey u,ill continue ouer tbe cominq montbt, taking into accouttt in
particulnr tbe more )etaileA aefinitiott of tbe key actiont, s,ltbb u'ill be a totally new
feature /or European re,tearcb nuchanlt nt"t.
,JJ'-J'
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Blotechnology as a Clean€r Productlon Tochnology In Pulp and Pap€r
Although biotechnologies offer the promise of greening industry, there are relatively few
'clean' biotechnological processes in use. Thrs case study of the pulp and paper sector
examines the problems raised by the introduction of new biotechnologies in industry,
covering issues such as existinB technologrcal regimes and the current specificities of the
industry.
Energy
Towards Meetlng CO2 Emlsslon Tarects: The Role of Carbon Dloxlale
Removal
Creenhouse gas emissions and the risk of global climatic change have lead to EU calls for the
reduction of CO2 emissions. Little attention has been pard to the process of Carbon Dioxide
Removal in this development. Limited applications have begun in Japan and Nonvay but
further research is needed to investigate the environmental and safe§ aspects of storage.
Technology and Competitiveness
22 Knowledee-lntenslye lnnoyatlon: Th€ Pot€ntlal of the clust6r
, Approachi
lndustrial policy in the nineties has shrfted towards a cluster approach which is based on
existing strengths in an economy. lnnovation is increasingly a product of knowledge
intensification in existing clusters and the creation of new co-operation networks. The
approach facilitates tailor-made strategies and the move towards new forms of knowledge
pooling.
lnformation and Communication Technology
29 Dlstance Learnlne: Opportunltlos and Problcms
.1à
'J New communication and information technologies offer possible alternative forms of
education, primarily that of distance learning. Advantages are based on the user-centred
focus of the learning process which is envisaged in a lifelong context. Disadvantages could
occur in the isolation of the learner.
Environment
European Standardlzatlon and Product-lntegrated Enylronmental
Protectlon
Standardization has historically been a national concern. ln the EU context, the
harmonization of standard policies at the European level could not only establish
transnational guidelrnes but also simultaneously promote environmental objectives.
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EDITORIAL
he first article in this issue examines the
potential of biotechnology in providing
cleaner production technologies in the
pulp and paper industry. lt suggests that
the adoption/promotion of very promising
technologies is hampered by both the existing
technological regime (the set of established
practices, expectations and design principles
guiding technological choices ), as well as the
characteristics of competrtion in the sector
(price-based competition, little value added
mature industry). Moreover regulation, if not
carefully impiemented, may lock-in certain
technological trajectories and lock-out others
(such as biotechnologies), even if the latter hold
promise for better environmental performance in
the future.
The second article has as its starting point the
agreement of March 1997 reached by EU
Ministers of the Environment for a 15% reduction
of greenhouse gas emissions by the year 2010,
compared to 1990 emission levels. ln the longer
term, even greater reductions are considered
necessary by scientists. Civen these exigencies
and the diffrculty countries have been having in
meeting the self-imposed targets of the Montreal
protocol, this article suggests that all avenues
should be explored, including reduction of
energy intensity, acceleration of use of renewable
energy sources, as well the potential of carbon
dioxide removal (CDR), especially in light of very
recent 1996-97 large-scale efforts in CDR
(lndonesia, Norway). Clearly, the application of
CDR is meaningful only within the framework of
programmes promoting and not hindering the
effective reduction of CO2 emissions.
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The next article highlights the potential of the
cluster approach in the context of knowledge
intensive innovation. The cluster approach
emphasizes the existing strengths in an
economy and the importance ol
interconnections between different economic
activities and forms of knowledge. ln terms of
policy, setting up new clusters from scratch is
rife with pitfalls. The emphasis would best be
placed on intensifying the use of knowledge in
existing clusters, and on creatinfacilitating
new networks of constructive co-operation in
cl usters.
The fourth article examines the challenges
and opportunities presented by distance
learning and the information technologies that
are making this possible. The potential as well
as the risks implicit in pro.jected developments
are highlighted. The article suggests that the
new technologies cannot be inkoduced as an
appendix to the existing educational
system/process, rather that new didactic
approaches and methodologies should be
developed, in which these technologies will
be embedded.
The final article tackles standardization
issues and their environmental dimension.
Based on a report commissioned by the Cerman
Parliament, it suggests that although the
"deregulation" of standard setting in the EU in
recent years has had positive repercussions in
terms of promoting the establishment of the
single European market, its potential for
promoting the achievement of environmental
goals has not been explored.
'T-J-J-J
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Biotechnology as a Cleaner Production
Technology in Pulp and Paper
\
Chris Tils and Per Sorup
ls§ue The upÈ*e of hlotechnology ls not_onlY of hportance ln the pulp qnd paper
§ector. ln gpneral, blotecnnology offer§ process-lntegrated ioutes for enhanclng
tndu§trlal envlronmental pefformance. conYentlonal pfry§lcal. chemtcal or thermal
proces§Qs Ean often employ tfie use of hlgh temperatures, extreme pfl and organlc
solvents. ÉloEchnologlcal procèsses, I,e. blocàtalysts, generally work under mlld
clrcumstanùed, are htghty selecflve and usè tlttle.adulttonal chemlcals. so tar, thls
ppmlslng po!Ènflal seems to have been undervalued end the pulp-and"pap€r sector
may be a cassin polnt.
Rol€vanoa §.averal biotechnologles arÈ erherglng or arè alr€ady avallable, whlch can be
used fof anvlronmental purposes, for example ln the putp and paper §ector. The
lntroctucfloti of advanced blotéefifiology ln thls sector poses speclflc problems because
of exlsfing tedlnologlcal reglmes and othér speclflc §ector characterlstlcs. Moreover,
regulatlon'could lock new t€chnologlpal.devÉloBllents out of the market, hcludlng
. blotechnoftiglcal ones.
1n this article, we show that biotechnoloev can
I olav a role in the greening of industry using the
! nulo and paper industry as a case-study.
IMoreover, we discuss barriers and mechanisms
which can influence the uptake of biotechnology in
this sector. Why is it important to do so? One of the
promises of biotechnology was that it could make
industrial production clean in an integrated way.
Although biotechnology is still believed to be able to
play a role in greening, few'clean' biotechnological
processes are actually in use. By studying the causes
of this situation, we can learn why promising,
cleaner biotechnological options are not adopted.
Moreover, we can draw policy-oriented lessons.
To arrrve at these lessons, we take the paper
production technology as the starting point of our
analysis. We describe how and where
TT"-J
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biotechnologies can have an rmpact on the
production process. Next we analyse which
barriers and mechanisms influence the uptake of
these technologies. We demonstrate that the
likelihood that technology is adopted depends on
the way a biotechnology impacts on the current
production process. We end the article by
sketching pol icy implications.
Blotechnologles for cleaner paper
productlon
Biotechnologies can tackle environmental
pollution of the paper production process in several
ways, ranging from end-of-pipe clean-up of
effluents to more integrated environmental
solutions. We selected four examples from ongoing
developments in biotechnology. The point where
The IPTS Report
Although
biotechnology is
believed to be able to
play a role in the
greening of industry,
there are relatively few
'clean' biotechnological
processes in use
The probabiliW of
biotechnology being
adopted in an industrv
is dependent on the
impact it has on
current production
processes
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Emerging
technologies, such as
the genetic
engineering of trees,
'bleach boosting', and
the de-inking of waste
paper by enzymes all
offer alternative,
greener processes
the selected technologies impact in the paper
production process is indicated in Figure l, whrch
gives an overview of the production process.
The first emerging technology is related to trees,
the most important raw material for paper
production. An attempt is made to change their
chemical structure by genetic engineering (Figure 1 :
A). More precisely, research is aimed at structural
modifications of lignin, the environmentally
pernicious component of wood. The role of the
genetic engineerlng of trees could develop into
providing the pulp industry with 'tailor-made fibres'.
Genetically modified trees are an example of an
integrated technology: by substituting the current raw
material, the overall process becomes less polluting.
The introduction of tailor-made fibres as raw material
offers the possibility of simplifying the current
process, possibly by eliminating certain parts of it.
Biotechnology is becoming established in the
bleaching process by 'bleach boosting', an
enzymatic pre{reatment (Figure 1: B). By adding
enzymes, the structure of wood becomes more
accessible for bleaching chemicals and in this way,
Flgure 1. The pulp and paper process
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can significantly reduce the requirements for
chlorine or other bleaching chemicals. Enzyme
producers expect that in the future, enzymes may be
able to replace bleaching chemicals completely.
Bleach boosting is an integrated technology, because
it reduces the input of bleaching chemicals. An
interesting point here is that this integrated
technology has very much of an add-on character
and incremental features. The core process is not
changed; enzymes are (almost literally!) an addition
to the cunent process. This goes against the general
notion that integrated, clean technology demands
radical innovation, while end-of pipe
technology is incremental and add-on.
The third biotechnology is the purification of waste
waters (Figure 'l : C) which is applied. The treatment
of bleach waste water effluents is a typical example
of add-on, end-of-pipe technology. The actual
production process of paper is not changed. An extra
step is added to the overall process to clean up
resulting effluents. Fourth, in the future,
biotechnology is expected to play a role in de-inking
of waste paper by usingenzymes (Figure 1: D). One
of the necessary pre{reatments for using waste paper
as a raw material, is to remove ink from it. De-inking
,,'CJ
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Paper ts made from a pulp of cellulose frbres Wood and reclcled paper are the most important sources of these fibres The matn
purpose of the pulp and paper process ts to separate the nght (cellulose) ftbres, from the unwanted mateflal (such as llgntn, whrch
makes paper brown) Pulp and paper productlon rs a hrghly complex process The frgure rs a heavrly simplfted representatron
pulping
. cookrng with
water and
chemicals
r washrng out
Lgnin -
bleaching
. removing
remarnrng
lignin by-
bleachinp
chemicaÉ
B
paper making
o sheet formatron
. dryrng
paper reqcling
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processes are major energy consumers and use
chemicals. Currently, de-inking involves pulping
the paper in highly alkaline solutions. Enzymes,
such as cellulases or lrpases, will offer an
alternative treatment in the future. This alternative
does not involve any major changes in the core
process of paper making.
The question remains why it is so important to
know how the described biotechnologies impact
the current paper production process. One could
simply argue that the technologres that have
environmental benefits just have to be developed
and implemented. However, in the coming
sections we demonstrate that a number of factors
could influence the development of
biotechnology in the pulp and paper industry.
Moreover we show that the likelihood of
biotechnology being implemented depends on
the way it impacts the current production process.
Technologlcal reelmes and the adoptlon
of blotechnology
The way firms choose their technology
depends very much on what the 'technicians' of
the firm believe is feasible. ln the pulp and paper
sector also, technicians tend to have a set of basic
design principles which guide technological
choices. We call this phenomenon a
'technological regime'. A technological regime
can lead to a kind of blindness to alternative
technological solutions, making it very difficult for
those alternatives to enter the technological arena.
ln the case of the pulp and paper rndustry, the
technologies used have a long history. The
foundations of modern paper-making are based on
technologies stemming from the end of the 19th
and the first half of the 20th century. Of course,
innovation is still taking place, but the basìc
process (pulping bleaching paper-making) is still
the same. Furthermore the technological regime of
the paper production process has not changed
T'-JJ.J
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much. lt is based on the fact that wood consists of
wanted fibres (cellulose) and unwanted material
(i.e. lignin). The process design is aimed at
separating the wanted and unwanted materials,
thus solving the problems whrch unwanted
materials like lignin entail and do this
as effectively as possible.
What could this general notion of
technological regimes mean for the uptake of the
described biotechnologies? The idea that
genetically modified trees can provide a source of
'tailor-made fibre' does not necessarily fit into the
current technological regime. There are two
differences. First, the very aim of developing tailor-
made fibres is different: the aim is (eventually) to
design fibres which avoid the problems caused by
unwanted materials (like lignin) to date. Second,
the expectation that this can lead to simpler
processes also goes against the trend in pulp and
paper making, which is adding increasing process
steps for improving the process. Bearing these two
differences in mind, one could even imagine that
a new technological regime could emerge out of
this development, although this is highly
speculatlve. lt is much more likely that the new
raw material is used as an incremental innovation:
simply by adding small quantities of rt, the overall
features of the raw material feed is improved.
On the other hand, bleach boosting,
purification of waste bleach waters and de-inking
of waste paper by enzymes seem to fit into the
current regime of paper making. Bleach boosting
improves the performance (in terms of cost and
environment) of current bleaching processes by
adding a small step to the current process. The fact
that it is already becoming established underlines
its compatibility with current practice. Purification
of waste water also fits into the current paper
making reglme, because it leaves the cunent
production process unchanged, The same goes for
using enzymes for de-inking waste paper.
The IPTS Report
Technological regimes,
or the basic and often
long-established set of
design principles
governing
technological choices in
an industry, can create
resistance to alternative
solutions
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Additional necessary
investments in
environmental
technology may be
unpopular in industries
with strong price-
based competition
lnvestments in
environmental
technology are mostly
made in incremental,
add-on innovations, as
opposed to ones with
more far-reaching
implications which
could lead to the
redesign of processes
Scctor charactcrlstlcs and thc adop,tllon
of blotechnology
Apart from technological regimes, specific
characteristics of the pulp and paper sector also
influence the adoption of biotechnology. Knowledge
of how biotechnology pervades mature sectors, such
as pulp and paper, is largely absent. However, we
can sugSest certain factors which influence,
positively or negatively, the uptake of biotechnology.
First of all, the fact that the pulp and paper
sector uses a biological raw material is an
advantage for the development of biotechnological
options in the sector. Biological, organic raw
materials are suitable for biological conversions.
On the other hand, working with a natural material
also can raise a barrier: the natural heterogeneity of
wood makes it difficult to use scientiflc
methodologies to solve technological problems.
The natural variation rn physical characteristics of
wood complicates the creation and diffusion of
generally applicable or even codified knowledge.
How this relates to biotechnology, which is
strongly science-based, remains an open question.
However, it's interesting to note that the possibility
of genetically modified trees also opens up
possibilities of a more untform raw material.
Another factor is the economics of the sector. ln
literature on envrronmental innovation, it is often
assumed that pollution prevention provides
economic benefits by savings on, for example,
energy and materials. However, in the pulp and
paper sector, this is not automatically the case.
Competition in the sector is based on price and
economies of scale and the added value of
products generally is low. This leads to a situation
where additional necessary investments in
environmental technology can simply entail extra
costs. Thus, it is exkemely important whether there
are any economic benefits to be expected from
new technologies. What does this mean for the
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described biotechnologies? Technologies like
bleach boosting and enzymatic de-inking can
provide an economic plus. ln the case of bleach
boosting, there are savings on the input of
bleaching chemicals, and in the case of de-inking
possibly on chemicals and energy. ln the case of
genetically modified trees it is much harder to
speculate on the economic side of the technology,
because it might on the one hand cause process
simplifications, possibly leading to lower costs. On
the other hand it might raise the costs of the raw
material, which presently constitute 45-65% of the
final price of pulp and paper.
The specific innovation pattern of the pulp and
paper sector (see Box 1) can also influence the way
biotechnology can be adopted. lnvestments in
environmental technology are mostly made in
incremental, add-on solutions. This leads to an
increasing complexity of the production system and
it is widely acknowledged that this will lead to
greater difficulties for implementing radical,
integrated environmental innovation. This means
that incremental, add-on innovations, such as
bleach boosting, are more likely to be adopted than
the ones with potentially more far-reaching
implications, like massive use of genetically
modified trees as a new raw material which could
lead to the redesign of processes. The supplier
dominance which plays an important role for
chemistry also sheds a light on possible adoption
processes of biotechnology in the sector. The way in
which the chemical sector takes up biotechnology
could become a factor in the adoption process,
unless biotechnology firms become an important
source of innovation for the sector.
Enylronmental pollcy and the adoptlon
of blotechnology
Besides technological regimes and sector
characteristics, regulation can also be decisive in
the innovative and technological developments of
'J'J,JO IPTS - JRC - Seville, 1997
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a sector. One of the basic rules for innovation-
friendly regulation, is to focus on environmental
performance, not on technologies. Regulation
which focuses on specific technologies may
discourage innovation. An important question is
how technological choices in the pulp and paper
sector are influenced by European environmental
regulation, the most important being the EU
packaging directive (60% of paper production
goes to packaging) and the directive on lntegrated
Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC).
The packaging directive requires that
between 25% and a5% by weight of the
packaging materials contained in packaging
waste will be recycled. This is a typical example
of regulation which focuses on environmental
performance. lt is clear that these requirements
give a direct stimulus to innovation in paper
recycling technology. After all, they guarantee a
market potential for new recycling technology.
The fact that enzymatic de-inking technology is
developed will probably also be influenced by
J'T-JT
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Aho*rer irrprnfeÙ environnrcntal iizue is *re still inoreasini rgle of recycled paper. Recyclingcan
serve as a trig3srfur innovation, because rev.eral types of echnology are neededro make recycling
less energy-cornimptive and mòre cost-effeqtivq
this mechanlsm. lt is clear that the environment
will benefit from these innovations. But there is
also another side of the coin. Recent Life Cycle
Analysis in the field of the pulp and paper
industry revealed that recycling today is
beneficial to our environment but that this might
not be the case in the future. lt might well be
possible to improve the paper production
process to the point where its environmental
burden becomes less than that of recycling. And
improving the environmental performance of the
process is exactly where biotechnology can
contribute. Recycling might even become a
barrier to entrance to new (bio)technologies that
are aimed at improving the primary production,
because the guaranteed recycling market gives
recycling technology a competitive advantage.
The IPPC directive requires the application
of Best Available Technologies (BAT) for
industrial installations with the purpose of
integrated pollution control. BATs have to be
proven, meaning presently applicable under
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The setting of BAT
standards must be
careful in order to
avoid a lock-in effect
on technology
Policy can
stimulate radical
change for 'mature'
industry by setting
technical requirements
or performance
standards
industrial conditions. Currently, a document on
standards for BATs is under preparation for the
pulp and paper sector. How can this regulation
impact innovation in the sector and the uptake
of biotechnologies? Firstly, we should note that
the first aim of the IPPC directive is to protect
the environment, not so much to innovate. That
also becomes clear from the fact that the
standards are based on proven technologies.
However, it should be noted that the BAT is
changing with time in the light of technical
advances. Competent authorities must monitor
or be informed of such progress.
The directive will certainly cause
technological change in the sector. More
precisely, technological followers will upgrade
their technology to the level of the leaders. lt is
obvious the environment will benefit from thrs.
However, this boost for the more massive
diffusion of proven technology does not mean
necessarily that new technology is developed
and exactly this point causes debate. On the
one hand, the upgrading process can lead to an
extra stimulus to the technological leaders to
rnvest in even further-reaching innovations than
their competitors. On the other hand, the
setting of BAT standards must be careful in
order to avoid a lock-in effect on technology.
Capital equipment in the sector has as lifetime
of ten{wenty years. From this point of view,
investments made in a technology today can
not be made in developing new even better
technologies for the future. So investments of
today could lock in the technologies for the
future to come.
How does the BAT concept relate to the
described biotechnologies? Established
technologies such as bleach boosting can
become a part of a BAT. This will provide a
stimulus to therr further uptake. A totally
different situation goes for a development like
No 16 July 1997
genetically modrfied trees. This technology can
provide a new raw material, while the IPPC
directive is more oriented to industrial
processes. The BAT selection and updating
process must avoid these pitfalls to avoid
limiting innovation.
Pollcy lmplicatlons
The first question logically arising from the
described barriers and mechanisms is: lf there
are so many barriers to introducing these
technologies in the mature pulp and paper
sector, is it then worth investing
(environmental) policy efforts into trying to do
so? The innovation literature provides a
direction for an answer. lt suggests that policy
can provrde a stimulus towards 'de-maturity' of
a sector, for example, by setting technical
requirements or demand performance
standards that favour radical change. ln this
way, (environmental) policy can stimulate
developments towards more investments in
innovation. So there is a good case for using
environmental policy to provoke innovation in
the sector.
What form should such policy take? lt
should on the one hand, of course, make the
sector more environmentally friendly and on
the other, not 'block' interesting innovations.
This article demonstrated that recent
environmental legislation has positive effects
on the environment and also impacts on future
technological developments. However the
effects of regulation on innovation are
sometimes uncertain and under debate.
This still leaves us with the general question
of how to stimulate the overall innovation of a
sector, above the level of compliance with
envrronmental regulation. The probable answer
should be found in integrating innovation In
-JJ'UJ
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environmental policy. The approach followed
in this article provides us with a suggestion as to
how to do so, as we explain below.
The starting point of our analysis is the
production technology of a specific sector and the
way new emerging and available technologies
impact on it. This choice provides us with a
detailed insight to how different technological
developments are subject to regulations and other
mechanisms that influence the uptake of the
technology. Two examples: the bleach boosting
technology matches the technological regime,
can provide a cost advantage, and can in
principle be stimulated by BAT standards.
Cenetically modified trees do not necessarily
match the current technological regime, the
economic effects are unclear, and they may or
may not be subject to the BAT standard. This
detailed, sector-specific information can thus
provide insight into the innovation effects of
regulation. Using this insight in the process of
designing environmental regulation is a
prerequisite for strengthening the beneficial effect
of environmental policy on innovation, also for
greening purposes of biotechnolo gy. 5
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Towards Meeting COZ Emission
Targets: the Role of carbon Dioxide
Removal
C. A. Hendricks and W.C. Turkenburg
lssue Som€ hdustrlal sectors havè alr€ady taken the lhltlatlve and begun lmplementhg
carbon dloxide removal technologles. slnce september 19s, oll companles ln Norway
have been lnlscflng recovered @rbon dloxlde lnto an aqulfer. ln lndoflesla. there are
plans to +nject carbon dloxlcte lnto deep aqulfers. The total amount projected to be
lnjected abproacnes one year of carbon dtoxlde emls§lons of the EU.
Releyance whlle the relation betwèen hlgh emisslon rates of greenhouse gases and the
rlsk of a cflmatlc change becomes more and rnore evldent, the global anthropogenlc
emlsslons of greenhouse gases rlse turther. To abate the rlsk of ,a cllmatlc change
sufflclentlv, Ìt has been recommended that the emlsslon of carbon dloxlde, the maln
greenhouse ias, shoutO at l€ast be halved by the end of the next century. Thls regutres
the developdtent and lmplementatlon of a sustahable energY system. |n thls context,
technologles.to recover anct store carbon dloxlde coulcl be explored.
lntroduction
ne of the main environmental challenges
today is the avoidance of (a possible)
anthropogen ical ly-induced climate change
causing severe damage to human health
and welfare, and to ecosystems. According to the
lntergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), a scientific panel established by the
United Nations Environmental Programme and
the World Meteorological Organisation, the
conviction of a relation of increased atmospheric
greenhouse Bas concentrations and the risk of a
climate change is growing. ln July 1996, Ministers
attending the second Conference of Parties in
Ceneva affirmed the scientific basis for action on
climatic change and stressed the need to
accelerate talks on how to strenghen the United
Nations Convention on Climate Change.
.J'-J.JT
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As a result of this ongoing awareness, an
agreement was reached in March 1997 al a
meeting of the Ministers of the Envrronment of the
EU on a 1 5% reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions by the year 2010 with reference to the
1990 level. The proposed reduction objective will
be subject to agreement during the third
Conference of Parties in Kyoto in December
1997. ln this meeting, a protocol or other legal
instrument should be adopted containing stronger
commitments by developed countries to the
abatement of greenhouse gas emissions for the
post-2000 period.
To achieve a situation that prevents
dangerous anthropogenic interference with the
atmosphere, it has been recommended that
before the year 2100, the concentration of
carbon dioxide, the main greenhouse gas in the
The IPTS Report
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The potential for
Carbon Dioxide
Removal in the
reduction of
greenhouse gas
emissions has not yet
been fully explored
atmosphere, should be stabilized at a level
below 500 ppm (parts per million), but
preferably below 450 ppm. To achieve
stabilization at 450 ppm, the global emission of
carbon dioxide should be reduced from the
current level of 6 CtC (Cigatonnes) per yeat to a
level below 3 CtC per year by the end ofthe next
century. Moreover, cumulative emissions should
be limited to 700-1100 CtC, which is 800-1100
CtC less than the emissions under "business-as-
usual" conditrons. ln article 3.1 of the United
Nations Framework Convention of Climate
Change (UN-FCCC), it is agreed that the
developed countries should take the lead in
combating climate change. Consequently, it can
be argued that a global reduction of 50o/o
probably implies a reduction in the
industrialised world of at least 80%.
ln a strategy to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, various options are applicable. But to
reduce emissions substantially and sufficiently,
considerable efforts should be made, taking into
account all options that can be applied in a
sustainable way. One of the options which has
received only little aftention up to now is Carbon
Dioxide Removal (CDR). This rechnique
recovers carbon dioxide from an energy
conversion process and subsequently keeps it
out of the atmosphere, for instance by storing it
underground. Nowadays, the best studied option
is the recovery from power plants, and from
natural gas recovery processes, but good
opportunities also exist in industrial processes
and, in the longer term, in the transport sector.
The technology development of CDR is
currently at different stages with regard to
recovery, transport and storage. Carbon dioxide
recovery has already been practised on a small
scale, mainly for use in the oil recovery industry
and food industry. For large-scale applications, a
considerable potential exists to improve the
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various concepts and schemes to recover carbon
dioxide. From a technical point of view,
transport by pipeline and storage by inlection
deep underground are relatively easy to
implement. ln the USA already over 600
kilometre of large-scale pipeline is in use for
pumping carbon dioxide. ln the oil and gas
Industry, considerable experience has also been
obtained in the underground storage of gases. To
develop CDR, a number of governments are
currently planning demonskation projects for the
recovery and storage of carbon dioxide. ln the
Climate Technology lnitiative, initiated by the
OECD countries during the first Conference of
Parties, Japan and the United States in particular
emphasised a stronger role for CDR.
ln this article we discuss whether or not CDR
could play an important role in the emission
reduction of carbon dioxide. Beside the
technical availability, this will depend on the
availability of other suitable emission reduction
measures such as energy efficiency improvement
and the use of renewable energy sources. The
application of CDR should also be in line with
the pursuit of sustainability. The lafter means that
CDR must fulfil the following criteria:
o have enough potential to deliver a substantial
contribution to the reduction of carbon
dioxide emissions during longer periods of
time;
. be economically affordable;
o be efficient in using energy and materials;
. be environmentally sound;
o be socially acceptable.
Below, we will briefly describe the carbon
dioxide emission reduction options in terms of
their potential impact on the carbon dioxide
emissrons in the next century. Subsequently, we
will have a closer look at the possible role of
CDR following the given criteria for
susta inabi I ity.
tt_J_J_J
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optlons to rcduce carbon dloxlde
emlsslon§
Figure 1 gives an overview of the potential
contributions of carbon dioxide emission reduction
options. This overview is based on a variety of
published assessment studies [Turkenburg, 1995]. A
short description of some of the options is presented.
An important option to prevent the emission of
carbon dioxide is a strong reduction ofthe energy
intensity of the economy, largely by improving the
efficiency of energy and material consumption. A
potential improvement of 75'/o towards the
middle of the next century exists. Realisation of
this potential could prevent the emission of 600
CtC compared to a 'business-as-usual' reference
case (see Figure 1), corresponding to an emission
reduction of 600 CtC. However, obtaining a 300
CtC reduction will already be a major challenge.
A second important option is the accelerated
use of renewable energy sources. The potential of
these sources is huge and their future looks
promising. Amongst others, studies from the World
Bank and the World Energy Council estimated that
renewable energy sources could meet more than
half our energy needs by the middle of the next
century, although it may take twen§ years from
now before massive application can be achieved in
competitive way. Similar views have more recently
been presented by Shell.
tue! shift to less carbon-containing fuels is
another option that can play an important role in
reducing carbon dioxide emissions. A
cumulative emission reduction by fuel switching
of 300 CtC might be feasible if, instead of coal,
an additional amount of, for example, 10,000 EJ
of oil and 20,000 EJ of natural 8as were
recovered and utilised. Whether this can be
achieved is not yet known.
Nuclear energy could, in principle, play an
important role in the reduction of carbon dioxide
emissions. To substantially reduce the cumulative
carbon dioxide emission by 2100 for instance, to
the order of 300 CtC, the generating capacity
Flgulr t. Pohntlal coffilutlon of opfrotrs to rtduce (rltruhtlye aerton dloxlde emlsslons ln ule p€dod
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Studies indicate
that the storage of CO2
in underground and
undersea depositories
is a viable solution
should increase by factor 10. As a result, half the
electricity demand could be supplied by nuclear
energy by the year 2100. lt is unsure, however,
whether such a development will take place.
Nuclear energy faces a number of problems:
safety of installations, high costs, lifespan and
waste disposal, risk of proliferation and lack of
public support.
We can conclude, in princlple, that a number
of options can be developed and applied to
prevent emissions of carbon dioxide. But we must
recognise that it is uncertain whether these
options can be developed in time and whether
they can be applied at the required level. ln the
interim to developing these options, Carbon
Dioxide Removal could play an important role.
Moreover, CDR is the only greenhouse gas
mitigation option that may allow continuing
large-scale use of fossil fuels.
Carbon Dloxlde R€hoyal: ln pursult of
su§tainablllty
Potential of carbon dloxlde reduction by cDR
The emission mitigation potential of CDR may
be limrted by the potential to use the carbon
dioxide and by the space available to store it
safely and securely. Table 1 presents an overview
of storage potentials as discussed in the literature.
The potential to utilise recovered carbon
dioxide as a commodity is interesting but small.
An option, the potential of which is not yet
included in the table, might be the use of carbon
dioxide for enhanced gas recovery from deep coal
beds. The carbon dioxide is used to push the
methane out of coal layers. lt is argued that for
each recovered methane molecule, two
molecules of carbon dioxide will be absorbed.
Prelimrnary studies indicate that in the
Netherlands, there is a potential to recover 7500
No 16 July 1997
billion cubic mekes of natural gas in this way.
This wòuld imply a storage potential of 4 CtC in
the Netherlands alone.
The potential to store carbon dioxide in
depleted oil and natural gas fields is much larger.
Estimates range from 130 to 500 CtC, depending
on the amount of oil and gas recoverable. The
estimated potential for disposal in aquifers ranges
from about 90 CtC to over 1000 GtC. A recent
comprehensive study for the Joule ll programme
estimates a storage capacity of 220 CIC for the EU
and Norway. The study also concludes that
underground disposal is a perfectly feasible
method of storing very large quantities of carbon
dioxide. The carbon dioxide could most probably
be retained for millions of years.
The ocean is also a large potential repository
for carbon dioxide; it already contains nearly
40,000 CtC. Eventually the ocean absorbs over
85% o{ the carbon dioxide released to the
atmosphere. Discharging carbon dioxide directly
into the ocean would accelerate the ongoing, but
slow, natural process. The high storage estrmation
is based on a limitation of the maximal accepted
increase of the acidity of the ocean water: a pH
(acidity) change of 0.2.
Based on these options, recent analyses of the
IPPC Working Croup on Energy Supply Mitigation
Options suggest that CDR could prevent the
emission of at least 300 CtC.
Energy and cost penaltlB of CDR
For the recovery and storage of carbon
dioxide, energy is required. Extraction from flue
gases is a relatively energy-intensive process.
Applied in a power plant, an additional 20 to 40%
of primary energy is required for the recovery
depending on the type of power plant and the
method used. The cost lies typically between 100
J'.J-J'
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Ibble 1. Low and hlgh estlmated potentlal of carbon dloxlde utlllzatlon and
storage optlons (Turkenburg, 19971
1. Mainly for the use of Enhanced Oil Recovery. Minor contribution for the production of chemicals.
and 250 ECU/IC avoided. Recovery systems that
often require less energy decarbonize the fuels
before utilizing them. A frequently suggested
scheme is the development of an lntegrated Coal
Casifier Combined Cycle power plant integrated
with CDR. ln this way, energy penalties are
significantly reduced to less than 15%. The costs
are reduced to less than 100 ECU/IC avoided.
CDR can also be applied to large industrial
processes. Depending on the processes involved,
this can be implemented at relatively low costs
(eg. ammonia industry, iron and steel industry and
refineries). Application of CDR in industries
without large carbon-rich gas flows may be more
difficult to realise at a reasonable cost. ln this
case, other solutions should be found, for
example, the decentralized use of hydrogen as
produced from centralized decarbonized fossil
fuels. For comparison, Figure 2 gives a cost range
of various carbon dioxide mitigation options. lt
should be emphasised that the cost figures are a
reflection of various studies which are not
independently assessed. The cost data depend
strongly on local circumstances.
Flgurt 2. lndhmd co§t of caÉon dloxlde mltlgillon for various optlons IHeEog, 19961
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Current R&D
efforts are focused on
minimizing the energy
and cost penalties of
CDR in respect of
recovery,
transportation and
storage
Risks of possible
carbon dioxide releases
are qualified as unlikely,
although more
research into
environmental effects
is required
Currently, R&D efforts are focused on
minimizing the energy and cost penalties of CDR.
This includes not only research to improve
absorbents to decrease the energy requirement of
the scrubbing process, but also the development
of totally new concepts. One interesting option
under investigation is the combustion of carbon-
containing fuels in gas turbines in the absence of
nitrogen. The resulting flue gas is then essentially
carbon dioxide. The combined application of
CDR and fuel cells in power production could
also, in principle, decrease the energy and cost
penalties substantially. When fuel cells are
applied in car vehicles, CDR combined with the
production of hydrogen from natural gas could
become one of the most attractive mitigation
options. ln the event that recovered carbon
droxide is used for enhanced natural gas recovery,
the hydrogen production costs might increase
fractionally as compared to the case without
carbon dioxide sequestration.
After recovery, the carbon dioxide has to be
transported and stored, which adds to the removal
costs. Pipellne transportation costs of carbon
dioxide are 3--l0 ECU/IC (tonne/carbon) per 100
km, depending on srze and capacity of the
pipeline. The costs of underground storage may
vary typically from 4-10 ECU/tC. Stored in the
ocean, the costs are more uncertain and may rise
to 25 ECU/IC.
Enulronmental aspects and safsty
To allow CDR to play a major role, special
attention should be paid to the reliabiliry safety
and environmental consequences of carbon
dioxide storage. Could large amount of carbon
dioxide escape in a short time, threatening life of
humans as occurred in 1986 from Lake Nyos in a
volcanic region in Africa, where more than 1700
people were killed? Civen the experience
acquired rn underground storage of gases, most
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probably not. Experts have qualified the danger of
a catastrophic release of carbon dioxide as a
highly unlikely event. Nevertheless, due attention
should be paid to advanced planning, adequate
maintenance and the application of materials. The
risk would be reduced even further if storage took
place offshore. Other implications of underground
carbon dioxide storage to be investigated are the
dissolution of host rock, the sterilisation of
mineral sources and the effects on ground water.
ln the case of carbon dioxide storage in the
deep ocean, the main impact would be on non-
swimming marine organisms (e.9. zooplankton,
bacteria and benthos), especially in the release
area, although available data suggest that mortality
associated with pH change might be minimal if the
injection is properly designed to disperse the
carbon dioxide as it dissolves. Nevertheless, apart
from safety risks, much more should be known
about the impact on marine life and the retention
time of the carbon dioxide in sea water.
Soclal accepitancG: Th€ case of ttG
t{etherlands
ln the period 1993-1995, people in the
Netherlands were asked for their opinions, aftitudes
and preferences regarding electricity supply and
the greenhouse problem. According to the results,
those questioned preferred a combination of three
options to balance future demand and supply of
electricity by the year 2010: further energy saving,
power production with natural gas and power
production from coal combined with carbon
dioxide removal. Significantly less priority was
given to a second, more intensified package of
saving measures, nuclear energy or the use of coal
without CDR. ln another study among decision-
makers in the business sector, CDR was less
prefened than'renewables' or'more intense energy
savings' but more favoured than 'nuclear energy'
and 'fuel switch'.
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These studies indicate that at present in the
Netherlands, CDR is perceived as an acceptable
option. Whether this remains the case in the
future will probably depend primarily on (the
perception ofl the environmental and safety
aspects of carbon dioxide storage and the results
of initial policies to stimulate the efficient use of
energy and the application of renewable
enerSy sources.
CDR may be a viable option to reduce carbon
dioxide emission, with costs ranging from 4-200
ECU per t/C avoided and a potential of at least
300 CtC. Studies indicate that storage
underground may have a limited environmental
effect. lmpact by storage in the ocean is much
more uncertain. There is still considerable scopè
for improving the performance of CDR, but this
will require considerable effort in the field of
research, development and demonstration.
Current Calton Dloxlde Remoyal actlultles
The largest research programme on carbon
dioxide removal belongs to.lapan. Japan's
interest in this area is twofold - first a genuine
concern for the global environment, but also an
interest to develop commercial technologies
which they can market world-wide. Since 1990,
the Japanese Sovernment has spent 300 million
ECU. Compared with this, the effort in United
States and Europe is very moderate, with a
considerably lower level of expenditure.
Recently, in a White Paper, experts from the
Massachusetts lnstitute of Technology (MlT)
recommended an increase in the US budget of
an average of 40 million ECU per year over the
next five years. During recent years,
experimental practise in CDR has been
developing in several countries. ln Japan, two
main electricity companies are developing
improved carbon dioxide recovery processes.
Attention is being paid to storage of carbon
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dioxide in the deep ocean and plans for
underground storage have been announced. A
demonstration project on underground storage
has recently been proposed in the Netherlands,
where one million tonnes of carbon dioxide per
year will be in.jected into deep aquifers. The
intended carbon dioxide stems from a large
hydrogen production plant. The plant emits
large streams of concentrated carbon dioxide,
which can be recovered at very little cost. The
total cost of the project (mainly due to the
compression and storage required) is estimated
At 60 MECU.
ln September 1996, the first 'commercial'
CDR project began in Nonvay. A consortium of
four oil companies injects 1 million tonnes of
carbon dioxide per year into a one km deep
aquifer beneath the Sleipner West offshore field.
The carbon dioxide is separated from a CO2-rich
natural gas recovered from the Sleipner East
natural gas field.
The Norwegian pioneer project may soon
have a successor. Exxon and Pertamina have been
awarded the license by the lndonesian
government to explore the Natuna gas field, one
of the largest in the world. The reservoir contains
six trillion 1Oxt012) ,3 gas, including carbon
dioxide, which comprises 71% of the total gas
present. To use thls natural gas, the carbon
dioxide must be recovered. Normally, the
recovered carbon dioxide is released into the
atmosphere. ln this case, however, the recovered
carbon dioxide will be compressed, traniported
and injected into tlvo aquifers at a distance of 35
and 75 km from the gas field respectively. One
million tonnes of carbon dioxide will be injected
per day and the total amount to be injected would
equal the current annual carbon dioxide emission
of the EU. The reported cost pf the carbon dioxide
recovery and storage is 17 billion ECU (17x109
ECU), nearly half the 36 billion ECU project cost.
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Surveys in the
Netherlands indicate
that CDR is perceived
as an acceptable option
Japan and
Norwav emerge as the
pioneer countries in
CDR development, with
lndonesia planning
future CDR activities
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According to Exxon, the state of the project is
advanced and its implementation depends only
on the signing of the natural gas sales contract.
At present, no direct financial incentive exists
to implement CDR as a part of operational
management. Although Norway applies a carbon
tax of about 50 ECU per tonne of CO2 released,
thrs rs not applied to carbon dioxide releases from
non-combustion processes. A reason for the
proactive approach to CDR may be that the
Norwegian oil industry fears amplified legislation
in respect of this kind of emission. Although in the
lndonesian case the argument to incorporate the
relatively costly carbon dioxide removal process ts
not officially communicated, it may be driven by a
request on the part of the lndonesian government
in the fear of a large future burden of carbon
dioxide emissions, in light of future CO2-related
negotiations. Nevertheless, the Norwegian and the
lndonesian CDR projects may create a precedent
for future hydrocarbon recovery activities.
concluslons
Fossil fuels account tor 85% of today's
energy supply. lt is unlikely that this can be
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reduced drastically in a short period without
serious economic damage. Therefore, to lower
carbon dioxide emissions to a sustainable level,
a long-term reduction strategy must be
developed, taking tnto account the use of fossil
fuels. To this end, a broad-based research
programme is required to explore a diverse
spectrum of options valid for multiple time
frames. Carbon Dioxide Removal can be, and
may have to be, one of the elements in such a
strategy. First analyses indicate that Carbon
Dioxide Removal can be applied within the
pursuit of sustainability development. The
application of Carbon Dioxide Removal is only
meaningful when it is embedded in a policy
that focuses on the development of energy
sources and technologies producing little or no
carbon dioxide; it should not prohibit this
development.
Before Carbon Dioxide Removal can be
implemented on a large scale, further research
and demonstratron should be undertaken to
investigate its feasibility, and to bring down
energy and cost penalties. Special attention
should be paid to the environmental and safety
aspects of carbon dioxide storage. f
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Knowledge-intensive I nnovation:
The Potential of the Cluster
Approach
Dany Jacobs
lssue ln many cases and lncreaslngly ]n the tuture, lndustrlal lnnowtlon rcqures the
lntelllgent connecton of dlfferent forms of knowledge, technobgtes and §m[s. A cluster'
apprcEch provldes a relatlvelv new basls fof the development of effectlvÉ lnnovaflon
strategles.
Rofevancs! Tradtlonal lndusùlal pollcy focused to a largè extent On rnan?glng the
decllne of lndusffles ('backlng losers'), or targetlng future growth industles ('plcking
wlnners'). An lmportant advantage of the clu§ter approach ls that I foct$ss on fi]e
exlsflng strengths ln an economy and tal(€s lnto account tne pòtenuat or connecttnc
dlfferent economlc actlvlues and forms of knowledge ('border, cros§lngrr. Ag lÉnovaflon
lncreaslngly bolls down to knowledge lntenslflcatlon ln'all Indugtrles, the cluster
approach can h6lp pollcy.makers hcllltate the emergence of nelv forms sf l(nowledgo
poollng.
lndustrla! pollcy ln the post-war perlod technologies (information technology,
biotechnology, new materials, new light
technologies, also, increasingly, environmental
technologies).
'The nineties (still developing): cluster
approach, taking into account the specificities
of the industrial structure.
ln relation to the definition of industrial and
innovation policy, the latter three phases of
industrial policy are particularly relevant. ln the first
of these three phases governments tried to manage
the decline of sectors and industries which
threatened to collapse under the pressure of
international competition.
This defensive approach ('backing losers') to
policy was rationalized by pointing to the
importance of employment in these sectors, but in
,JT-JTT
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roadly speaking, we can distinguish five
periods in industrial policy since the
Second World War:
' 
The late forties and fifties: post-war
reconstruction and the introduction of new
production and organization methods from the
USA, partly through the Marshall Plan.
' 
The sixties and the beginning of the seventies:
keynesian growth policy which looked more
to tackling the business cycle than to the
structure of the economy.
' 
The seventies (mainly): defensive industrial
policy: managing the decline of industries rn
crisis, such as steel, ship building...
' 
The eighties: aggressive technology policies: the
generic stimulation of new advanced
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the end it has mainly proved to be a failure. The
aggressive technology policies which to a large
extent replaced this approach, can be
characterized as 'picking winners'. ln this second
phase governments kied to target future growth
sectors. The lesson learnt from this approach is that
it is very hard to predict which technologies and
whiclì sectors will be the future winners. Very few
of the technologies believed to be interesting ten
years ago, lived up to expectations, unless they
were defined .in a very broad way (such as
information technology, biotechnology...).
Moreover, in as far as these technologies did prove
to be important, success on the market was limited
due to the fact that many countries targeted the
same technologies. The bandwagon effect in
governmental policy thus reduced the possibility of
reaping profits. ln many cases, the approach led to
over-investment in some industries, with increased
cost competition as a result (Brahm, 1995).
Oklpollckh a ngudheutsE
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Since the beginning of the nineties a new
approach based on clusters has gained in
popularity - although not in all countries with the
same vigour -, especially since governments have
started concentrating more on their specific
strengths instead of trying to imitate foreign
successes. The cluster approach in a certain way
is more modest in its ambitions, although it could
be stated that it tries to combine the strong sides
of the previous two phases.
The point of depanure for cluster-based policy is
the existing strength in an economy. lt focuses on
those concentrations of business activity which have
already proven their strengh and viability on the
world market. But there are some differences with
traditional sector-based approaches. First, the
relation between strengths cufting through different
industries (e.g. relation between certain induskial or
even agricultural and service specializations) is
The periodizathn of industrial policies in the overview above is, of coursg somewhat schematic.
The transition ftom one form of policy to another is never clear-cut, and old habiu and reflexes may
survive for a long time. So it is no surprise that old forms of industrial policy reappear in a new
disguise.
Sirrce the concept of cìusters becamè fashionable, govemments have occasionally tried to continue
some of the pryviotrs policy approaches under the guise of cluster policy. The defensive phase can
be traced in attsmpts to 'maintain clusters' where core firms run into problems (e.g. the aeroplane
manufacturei Fokker in the Netherlands) or where clusters are simply.a new label for traditional
sector approaches; the aggreseive phase can be found in attempts to create totally new 'innovatiùe'
clusters. For agresive technology plicies there may be a starting point in clusters, provided that
aSgressive policies are rooted in existing strengths. The scope for starting a new cluster from scratch
is, however, reSricted: the costs are very high and the chances of success limitd (cf. Nelson, 1 993).
ln order to avok{ wish-driven and unsuccessful policies, it is better to build on the present structure
of the econorqy. The fact thatclustdr policy directs atention from the macro level to the meso level
of economic acliviry hopefully makes govemments aware of this actual structure, thus preventing
thern from inipfumenting unrealistlc policÌà. Ceneric policies at a macro-level may stitl be needed
but the increased presiure to crcate value by means of further specialization, forces govemments
to set priorities
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nineties concentrates
on existing strengths in
an economy
The scope for
starting a new cluster
from scratch is
restricted: the costs are
very high and the
chances of success
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It is difficult to
define one single
cluster approach,
therefore clusters
classif ication facilitates
tailor- made strategies
emphasized. And second, partly related to this, the
emphasis lies then on intensifying the use of
knowledge in these strong clusters and on enhancing
constructive interaction between different parties in
the network. This may lead to new, promising
combinations (e.g. in the field of multimedia), but
rooted in already existing strengths.
As each country or region has its own pattern
of speclalization, cluster policies as a rule
skengthen competition based on differentiation
and specialization, instead of competition based
on imitation and cost. The diffusion of cluster
policies is quite uneven between countries and
policy practices are also differentiated.
Furthermore, the concepts which are used are not
always the same, but most countries in Europe
have adopted some kind of cluster policy in one
form or another. Covernments which were the
most explicit in this respect were, for example,
those of Denmark, the Netherlands, the Flanders
region in Belgium, Quebec in Canada, Finland
and also the new South African government.
Countries where a certain cluster approach
already has a longer tradition, but under different
labels, include France (cf, the filière approach)
and ltaly (cf. the'Terza ltalia' literature).
A myrlad of approaches
An important impetus was given to the cluster
approach by the publication of Michael Porter's The
Competitive Advantage of Nations (1990). Porter
was, however, not the first and certainly not the last
to write about clusters, networks or economic webs.
Before Porter, for example, there was already a huge
French literature on filières and networks and
strategic alliances were also extensively discussed
by many authors. At about the same time as Porter,
people like Chris Freeman, Richard Nelson, and
Bengt-Ake Lundvall published or edited books on
'national systems of innovations' in which the
specialization and specificity of different countries
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were emphasised. And, more generally, there has
been a whole literature which put the influence of
rnstitutrons on development back on the agenda.
More specifically, a myriad of cluster
definitions and approaches has come into
existence. ln this way, it has become rather
difficult to talk about the cluster approach. ln the
author's opinion this is not a drawback, but on the
contrary quite inspiring. Ard-Pieter de Man and
the author have looked at the various dimensions
that different kinds of cluster approach try to
tackle. ln many cases, business people or policy-
makers try in one way or another, to concentrate
on certain of these dimensions when they talk
about cluster strategies or policies. ln this way the
different possible cluster dimensions can be seen
as a menu, out of which these business strategists
and public policy-makers can choose, according
to the specific situation they are confronted with
Uacobs & De Man, 199511996). By making the
dimensions of clustering explicit, a basis upon
which tailor-made strategies and policies can be
developed has been provided.
ln general, three broad definitions of clusters
can be distinguished, each emphasising different
dimensions (for these dimensions see the
separate box):
1- Regionally concentrated forms of economic
activity within related sectors, usually connected
to the knowledge infrastructure (research
institutes, universities, etc.).
2- Vertical production chains: rather narrowly
defined sectors in which adjacent stages in the
production process form the core of clusters (e.9.
the chain of supplier-assembler-distributor-
customer). Networks sunounding core firms fall
under this heading as well.
3- lndustries, defined at a high level of aggregation
(for example 'the chemical cluster') or collections
of sectors at an even higher level of aggregation
(like 'the agro-food cluster'). These are usually
tt_Jrt
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called 'mega-clusters'. On the basis of
input/output analysis for the Netherlands, a
subdivision into ten mega-clusters has been
defined (Roelandt et al., 1997).
Following the 'subsidiarity principle', it seems
appropriate to develop cluster policies at the level
at which most overall competitive advantage can
be gained, but at the lowest level which is feasible.
So, for different levels local, regional, national or
international policies may be relevant. From
experience it becomes clear that especially where
clusters are already local, or where the coaching of
SME's by larger firms, the adaptation of products to
local markets or the close co-operation between
firms and their main suppliers (co-development,
clrctor dmaulons
co-production) are concerned, locally organised
clusters are important. On the other hand, where
clustering is already transnational (e.g. aerospace),
or entails huge economies of scale (certain
developments in basic science and technology;
some lateral 'new combinations', large demand-
oriented 'demonstration projects', such as those
targeted by the task forces of the Fourth
Framework Programme), there will be substantial
European-level value added.
lnnovation and knowledge
lntensificatlon
The diversity of possible cluster dimensions
and approaches may not, however, displace the
Ard-Pieter de Man and the author have distinguished seven dimensions according to which - in
many cases in'rombinations - clusters are constitutd. These dimensions also provide the basis for
the developnrent of tailor-made strategies and policies (Jacobs & De Man, 1ggsllggb). These are
the seven identified:
' r geographical: the spatial clustering of ecbnomic activi§, ranging frorn quite localized clusters
(e.g. hortidukure inthe Netherlands) to really global ones (e.g. aerospace);
o 
.horizorital: several industriedsectors can be part of a larger cluster (cf. the 8ox on 'mega-
clusters' in the Dutch economy);
, 
r vertical: adjacent phases in the production proeess can be present in clusters (similar to the
concepb d value system§, filières, netwbrks of suppliers). lmportant in this vertical dimension
is the queition of which actor in the network is 'pulling'the innovative activities;
o lateral: difftrent sectors with which certain capabilities can be shared and economies of scope
achieved, leàding to new combinations (e.g. the emerging multimedia cluster);
-r 
technological: a collection of industries which share a'basic technology (e.g. the biotechnology
cluster);
o focal: a chlter of firms around a central actor: a firm, an extended family, a research centre, an
educationd institute;
. tte quality€f the network: notnnly the.question of whether firms really co-operate is of interest
here, but dso the way in which they do so. Networks are not necessarily idyllic collections of
firms id which renewal is automatically stimulated. Networks can also thwart innovation and
encourage&fensive hhaviour. Relationships with suplliers can stimulate innwation, but can
also be,used to pass expens€s on to partners and to squeeze thèm financially. ln the latter case,
networ{amay be néither sustainable nor stimulating.
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at the lowest level
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Uogtr{lu§t3tl ln the mtch cGqtomy
On the basis of inpuVoutput analysis for the Netherlands, we havè arrived at a subdivision of this
economy into ten different 'mega-clusters': assembling industries, chernical industrieÈ, energy,
agro-food, construction, media, health, commercial services and non-commgrcial services.
Through an analysis of knowledge flows (based on the Dutch 'innovation surveys') it was also
discovered that the innovation character of each of these mega-clusters is quite different: three
clusters appeared to be 'net exporters' of knowledge tò the other clusters: the assembling industries,
the comrnercial services and the chemical industries. The first two of these were quite generic
'exporters', exporting knowledge to all fre others. The health and the non<om'mercial services
(including the large knowledge institutions) are also net knowledge exporters, but to a lesser extent,
Two clusters appeared to be net importers of knowledge: construction and the media. Finally, thrce
clusters (agro-food, energy, transport) were rather 'autarkic', producing knowledge mainly for
themselves. (cf. Roelandt et al., 1997).
The hypothesis ensues that these characteristics of different mega-clusters will also be found in
other countries or in the EU at large. ln the author's opinion, innovation policies at the different
levels will have to take these different characteristics of mega-clusters more into account, and also,
in this sense, become more cluster-specific. Stimulating innovation in the construction clusters
really entails other priorities and approaches than in the health cluster.
attention from the main common features of all of
these. First, the point of departure for any cluster-
based policy is the existing (to an important degree
'clustered') strength of an economy. As stated
before, there is a huge variety in the geographic
scope of different clusters: in cut flowers (including
related services) it is a relatively small part of the
Netherlands, in aerospace or larger parts of
defence-related industries, it is the continent. And
second, the main oblectives of all cluster-related
policies are the intensification of the knowledge-
content in these strong clusters and the
enhancement of constructive interaction between
drfferent parties in the cluster. These objectives are
mutually reinforcing, as the increasing knowledge-
intensification of the entire economy makes it
increasingly difficult for individual firms to
incorporate the whole knowledge chain.
The knowledge-based economy is, therefore,
also increasingly a network economy, characterised
by ever-more 'new combinations' between
specialised firms. Ceneric innovation policies at the
macro-level may still be needed to some extent, but
the increased pressure to create value by means of
further specialisation forces Bovernments to set
priorities. Moreover, it appears that the innovation
pattern of the different larger 'mega-clusters' in the
economy is quite different (Roelandt et al., 1997;
see the Box on mega-clusters in the Netherlands),
As a result, cluster-based innovation policies will
increasingly.have to take the specificities of
innovation in these clusters into account.
lnnovation policies in a net knowledge-importing
cluster such as construction will, to a large extent,
be different from those in knowledge-exporting
clusters such as the commercial services or a more
knowledge-autarkic cluster like agro-food.
Basically, in relation to clusters two main
policy alternatives can be distinguished, which
should complement each other:
o policies aimed at intensifying the use of
knowledge in existing clusters;
,J-J-J-JT
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policies aimed at creating new networks of
constructive co-operation within clusters.
As stated before, knowledge intensification
includes many more knowledge fields than those of
pure technology: it is also, for example, related trc
'competing for foresight', the creation of new,
aftractive products and marketing concepts, forms of
best practice management in different
fields of management (manufacturing, concurrent
engineering, logistics, teamworking, the learning
organization) (cf. jacobs, 1996). The different
dimensions around which clustering takes place,
also draw aftention to different aspects of knowledge
intensification and innovation in clusters:
o the technological dimension: maintaining
and developing high-level technological
competences;
o the vertical, horizontal and lateral dimensions:
the interaction beNveen the different actors in
clusters upstream (close interaction with
suppliers, including different knowledge
institutions and specialized commercial
services) and downstream (specifically the
interaction with the demand side: retailing, the
end customers);
. the geographical, focal and vertical dimension
as well as the quality of the network are
important for the diffusion of knowledge and
innovation towards SME's. The organisational
side of innovation is of importance here as
well. The ability to organize networks, both
inside firms and between them, is an lmportant
innovation-enhancing capability. lt is therefore
necessary to stimulate firms to think about
their strategic position within networks.
As innovation increasingly boils down to
knowledge intensification in all industries, the
cluster approach provides an important basis for
designing the necessary new forms of knowledge
pooling. The variety of necessary forms of
knowledge, which have to be dealt with also shows
,-J".J
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that bridging and brokering institutions will have to
play a role in many cases. Cluster-related industrial
policies may stimulate 'new combinations' and
support them by indirect means (especially in the
field of education and research and through
diffusion-oriented bridging institutions like the
Dutch lnnovation Centres). At the European level, a
programme like Eureka has played an impoftant
role in bringing together possible patuers which
were not able to find the necessary complementary
knowledge at the local level. And demonstration
programmes like those around the Task Forces (e.g.
car of the future, new transport concepts) also play
a role in forging new combinations.
As stated above, especially where clustering is
already transnational (e.g. aerospace) or entails
huge economies of scale (basic science and
technology; some lateral 'new combinations' like
multimedia, large demand-oriented'demonstration
projects') there will be substantial European-level
value added. Besides this, there is also room for
promoting similar new kansnational combinations
at a lower level, for example, in border regions. As
initial transaction costs for SME's in relation to
international co-operation may be prohibitive,
groups of SME's from different countries could be
supported, for example, in common endeavours to
try to benefit from the combination of their mutual
knowledge, especially where spin-offs may
materialize, or where economies of scale may be
realized when entering their respective markets.
It has to be emphasized, however, that firms
must recognize these opportunities within the
framework of their own strategies. Covernments
at the different levels may draw attention to
possible threats and opportunities and support
common initiatives to tackle these to a certain
extent. The fact remains, however, that the firms
themselves have to be responsible for the
processes which follow on from these and their
possible rr...rr. f
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may bendit particularly
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Distance Learning: Opportunities and
Problems
Maria Laura Bargellini
l§su6: Educauon and trdnlng play a prlmary rote ln thB "hformatton soclety". The rapld
evolutlon of sclence anct technology rÉqulres conffriuous pronesslonal updatlng slnce
nowadaystefihlng - so tarcoàaned exdudwfy to schootyealt and lnstltJtlons - ls seen ln
the contelc 0f a llfelong learnlts process. Furfriermore, technolog[Gal lnnovatlon has
contrtbuted td the ctevelopmerfor better teachlns Support tmls, thus allowlng for a
flexlble and hdlvldual leamlng pryt whlch provld€s people wEh equal opportunttles of
access to and success ln school and lilork actMues.
-R€leyanoe Thè peneffatlon of n6u, communlcaUon and lnforftfion technologles in the
fleftls of educatlon and tralnlng réqulres that standards be set and that roles and tÉaching'
m€thods tia rÈuesisnod.ln otter to better benef,t ffoni the opportunltles offèrÉd by
technolodda{ innovatton Teachlng approaches have to be deslgn€d wlth a user-cEntred
approach ln order to b6 pedagoglcally efrectlve, thrrs lntegratlng and supportlng a llfelong
educauon am profes§lonat mlning wlthout produclng a negatMe lmpact on learners'
lndlvlclual u€volopmBnt and thetr-pmJectlon ln §oclety.
Analysls
eparting from the general scenario of the
UNESCO lifelong tearning guidelines, the
EU Distance learning and Teletraining
actions (Articles 126, 127 of the Maastricht
Trea§, SOCRATES and TEONARDO DA VINCI
programmes) and the US Technology literacy
Challenge initiative, this article deals with the new
opportunities and problems related to the
introduction of the new information and
communication technology in school teaching and
lifelong training.
ln particular, it analyses the following aspects:
social: distance learning also enables the
weaker to access education and trainrng;
pedagogical: teachers must play an active role
in tele-education to guarantee the pedagogical
content of multimedia tools along with the
continuity of tried and tested didactic solutions.
The potentialities and limits of virtual reality are
outlined in the learning and experimentation
context;
' methodological: didactic tools must be user-
oriented and solutions need to be found to
promote the useability of multimedia tools
rather than their potential for advanced features;
' 
quality: it is necessary to adopt procedures and
rules validating the quali§ and usability of the
multimedia teaching product.
The new paradlgm of educatlon
The new paradigm - based on educational
approaches and products which use the new
-J'.J',J
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New communication
technologies afford an
active role to the
learner in the context
of lifelong learning
Teledidactics
makes learning more
widely accessible and
shifts the emphasis
from the classroom to
a virtual project
nucleus
communication technology - emphasizes the
learning pattern rather than the teaching model.
While the latter is centred on teachers and their
knowledge, the former allows learners to play an
active role by building, according to a personal
learning action plan, the knowledge and training
path best suited to their own pace and style.
All of the above forms part of a new scenario
where learning is not confined mainly to school
years. On the contrary, the need for knowledge and
training lasts a whole lifetime (lifelong learning)
both at the professional and the personal level.
Certain factors exist which make telematics
applications meaningful, proper and necessary:
o the uniqueness of the experVteacher;
. the distance between teacher and students;
o the high number of people that can be reached
with one lesson;
o the need to learn according to different times
and paces.
The learning circles - made up of a class and a
teacher not necessarily located in the same place -
can create community moments and complement
each other into a sort of high-synergy viÉual
community. The latter may naturally evolve into
telework, with the consequent creation of a highly
interactive virtual project nucleus.
Within the new learning panorama, the
concepts of time and space change and
teledidactics is available to users where and when
it suits them. The result is an increased number of
potential learners since the historically weaker
and more discriminated can also access training
and learning.
The use of advanced communications
technology in the dtstance learning field will have a
considerable social and economic impact,
especially in respect of:
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the phenomenon of premature school leaving
and the consequent dispersion and
unemployment of young people;
the social and professional promotion of
women;
o the organisational changes as well as the
continuous processes of on-site training and
retraining - especially in SMEs - in order to
keep pace with advanced technology and to be
competitive within the international market.
Methodology, actors and rol€s:n
advanced teachlng
Telematics applied to education and training
requires a change in planning methodology as
well as In the actors involved and the roles they
are assigned.
Not only is advanced technology not used
within the school structure as a whole, it is even
regarded with distrust and, in some cases, re.jected.
Such a negative trend must change rapidly in order
to prevent the school from losing its driving role in
social development and from being
paradoxically - the island and the cradle of
technological il literacy,
The state of technological illiteracy in which
schools find themselves cannot be overcome by
simply equipping all classrooms with computers,
rather the whole didactic architecture, as well as
the teaching/learning pattern, must be redesigned.
This will provide the classroom protagonists
with a renewed role. Teachers - who during their
educational mission transferred objective
knowledge - will now be the learners'
collaborators in discovering, penetrating and
coming to know new horizons, thus leading to a
constructed and dynamic knowledge. Yet they will
still act as guides for the achievement of an
individual learning method.
T,JJ'J
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A new actor is being outlined: the mentor whose
profile and mission are clearly defined in the English
'Campaign for Learning'. The mentor is the person in
charge of the individual support and encouragement
of the student, yet he will not have the task of
proposing the direction students should follow.
The slow development of school programmes
and structures clashes with the fast-paced evolution
of basic technology. Moreover, the market is ready to
offer multimedia educational experiences.
ln order to fit the real needs of users, two
indispensable rules must be identified and adopted
in view of the introduction of multimedia teaching
both at school and training levels:
o The first rule assumes that didactic products
and tools be designed with a user-centred
model in order to be pedagogically effective.
o The second rule consists in promoting the
participation of teachers and training operators
as the protagonists in the design of multimedia
teaching-support tools. This ensures the
attainment of a learning path extending from
general education to professional training, to
retraining in specific skills and eventually to the
reconversion imposed by technological
innovation. Since 'general education must
provide preparation for a vocational skill, and
vocational training must continue to develop
the basic competences provided by general
education'.
Observatories and 'pilot centres' should be set
up as points of reference for the collaboration of
schools, training centres, research bodies and
industries in terms of methodology as well as of
project realization. National and international
'pilot centres' could become meeting points to
generate moments of training, constructive
discussion and evaluation of the opportunities and
the arisen as a result of the use of new technology
in the fields of teaching and public life.
-J.JJ-J'
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Ualldatlon and quality ln the
teledldactlcs product
The delay in intJoducing telematics in the
school structure is considerable when compared
to the increasing availability of multimedia tools.
At the EU level, two proposals should be
forwarded:
o The adoption of rules and standards to drive
the evaluation and validation methodology,
metrics and process of the multimedia
product, validating its usability as related to
scientific and didactic content;
o The creation of a standard certifying the
multimedia product's conformity to EU
directives, so that a product can be defined as
a text for school and training.
Hence a visrble label will certify the validity of
the presented product to orient the choices of
school operators, trainers and parents.
Technology at the seruice of users and
standards deflnltion
lncreasingly sophisticated screens and ever-
richer image-processing software have given way
to the creation of visual interfaces enabling users
and machines to interact through the synthesis and
the power of the iconic message. With these
interfaces, interaction is possible by selecting
symbolic and metaphorical images evoking
concepts, commands and functions. Yet we are still
far from a direct and unique interpretation of icons.
Thereby, we may run the risk of crowding the user's
mind with different icons representing identical
concepts and functions.
Today, the increasingly widespread use of some
operating systems and network navigators is
becoming a real standard. Yet there is still a need to
forward a research proposal and to ensure Europe's
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New roles will have to
be defined: mentors
will emerge as
important new actors
in the educational
process
Pilot centres could be
set up as points of
reference for
collaboration on
methodology as well as
project realization
The adoption of
standards and
validation guidelines in
respect of useabiliw
would be extremely
helpf ul
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The standardization of
visual interfaces is
required for clarifl of
understanding and
subsequent speed of
learning
Scarce resources
in schools can be
complemented by the
provision of
multimedia facilities
engagement to realize and adopt a universal icon
representation standard. Definition of a standard
link, access and navigation visual interface in
educational multimedia is suggested, with the aim
of reducing learning time and smoothing the
transition from one product to another.
ln such a context, reference must be made to
recent studies (Albert Badre, Ben Shneiderman)
who propose useability indicators such as Learning
Time, Task Performing Time, Number of Enors
made by the user to execute a task, and to the
VENUS project (ESPRIT lll #6398) in which these
are tested during the validation of visual interface.
An easier-to-use product as well as a smoother
transihon from one product to another, enables the
neophyte user not to get tired and frustrated and,
ultimately, not to re,ect the proposed telematics tools.
VlÉual reallw and learnlng: How to see
the lnvlslble
The application of virtual reality technology to
learning allows for the projection of the
movement-perception learning method beyond
the limit of a manipulated reality.
The screen becomes a tool for penetrating the
world of the invisible; the learners can navigate
through a space in which they can interact with
the structure of the infinitely small and of the
immensely great. They can touch objects, observe
and experiment in a visible reality where entities
and concepts, so far accessible only to their
minds, take shape.
The abstract becomes concrete and can be
explored to the same extent as the physical world.
The users can investigate, discover, learn and
subsequently, intellectualize, synthesize and
abstract with much more awareness.
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vlrtual laboratorles: The rlslr of 'al.led
manlpulatlon'
Observe, manipulate, try and retry, analyse,
confront, interpret results, these are not only the
fundamental actions on which the movement-
perception method is based, but also represent the
stages of the experimental approach, i.e. the
instrument used in science in order to explore the
matter surrounding us. lt is this very instrument that
is to be used in order to transfer knowledge and
make students become thoroughly aware of what
constitutes a physical law, a chemical formula or a
biological classification.
Laboratories, experimenters, equipment and
materials enable learners to reproduce
experiences, endow them with a deep and longer-
lasting cognitive growth, encourage them to adopt
a correct and scientific survey approach, make
differences, divergences and peculiarities of
didactic sub.jects visible and palpable, and finally
enable learners to choose their school orientation
more awarely.
Unfortunately, at present such facilities are
considerably insufficient in the school structure.
Today, the new information technology can bridge
this gap by offering multimedia products or remete.
connections allowing for learners' distance
participation in experimental experiences.
Yet this opportunity must not lead to the use of
multimedia technology as a substitute or a by-
product of real experience, nor to the complete
replacement of direct manipulation by aided
manipulation.
Financial support and incentives should be
allocated in order to set up excellent virtual
multimedia laboratories in schools as well as to
create real educational structures, equipped with
ever-increasing assets in terms of facilities.
_J.J'ru
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Tlre solltary planct
The use of the new teaching technology derives
from the need to reduce the distance between
teachers and students. Yet we might witness a
paradox. The radical change of the teaching
approach and the emphasis laid on the learning
approach may lead to the replacement of teachers
with experts or specialists. Likewise, active students
may be considered as autodidacts who are
responsible for their own studies and choose what,
when and where to learn.
Should it spread to the lowest education levels,
such a new didactic approach could lead to a
subsequent problem requiring attention. Since
learners choose their own learning path, the result
may be:
o the dispersion of the common basic knowledge
assets handled in primary and secondary schools,
where interpersonal relationships are facilitated
and fostered;
o the Beneration of more specialized and structured
learners - if compared to the orientation they have
chosen - their overall culture, however, may be
less complete and flexible. They may be more
isolated, more distant, less open to group
experiences or social relationships.
With the inappropriate use of telematics tools,
the habit of learning together would be lost; school
would no longer be considered as a moment of
team growth nor training courses as a moment of
social growth; learners would no longer make
comparisons or be able to integrate; there would be
no synergy. All factors that have contributed to the
growth and progress of socies as well as to the
achievement of ambitious goals in respect of co-
operation among nations.
ln order to encourage the use of
telematics tools in the school and labour
activities, the new didactic technology should
T'T-J.J
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first be applied to the following fields:
. the creation of a European citizenship;
o the creation of highly competitive European
industries;
the fulfilment, in the short term, of the demand
for new professional skills;
the establishment of minimum common basic
competences to be defined and acknowledged
by member states as to the real mobility of
students and workers, in order to prepare the
transition from an industrial society to a
cognitive society.
Therefore, rather than reforming school from
the outside by changing programmes and
methods, perhaps it is necessary to propose a
change in teacher-training structures. The key role
played by teachers in changing education has
been acknowledged in the lnternational
Conference on Education.
Only by aiming at teachers' assimilation of the
new technological instruments, can the latter be
integrated in the learners' training programmes.
Synergy is thus generated between technology and
content rather than simply overlaying new
technology without following the methodological
and pedagogical approach.
Such is the purpose of the action plan for a
European Education lnitiative, 'Learning in the
lnformation Society', launched by the EU. lts acùon
lines are oriented towards the promotion of the
'training and support for teacher and trainers (...)
aimed at using new technology in their teaching
methods'.
Concluslons
The cautious use of new technology will act as
a bridge between education and production. lt
will renew and increase the number of young
people in the labour world, and will allow for the
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isolated and should
continue to acquire
basic social interaction
skilts
It will be important to
promote a change in
teacher-training
structures for
continuity of the
methodological and
Pedagogical
approaches
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permanent training required by SMEs. Only the
incentivation of innovation in professional
training will produce real innovation.
and non-homogeneous cultural growth which
disregards the related pedagogical and
social ization aspects.
At the same time, caution will be needed in Should this happen, the result would not only
order to prevent the opportunities offered by the be direct damage but also the relection or limited
new teaching information technology from acceptability of the new teaching tools. This
turning into distortions or negative effects, thus would delay their introduction, thus thwarting
worsening the phenomenon of an imbalanced their great benefits. f
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Protection
Juliane Jorissen and 0otthard Bechmann
l§§ue As paf$ of the ffirts to achlBvs a slngle European mafl(et, responslblllw for
stafldardlzatlon of products ls belng tmnsferrecl from the naflonat level to European
lÉvel. Thls hà§ led to f€ars ln some Member states that envlronmental aspects wul be
glvgn less lmÉortance than was provlously the case ln sorfle nauonal standards. on the
other hand, Ùrere are also hopes that European stanclardlzafion efforts wilt provlde
envlronmentd aspects wlth coverage for a broader range of products than was the case
ln natlonal stttdards-
Rolevancs: tttlre tOea of envlronmental protecuon goals lntegrated ln proclucts could be
arrchored successfutly ln European standarEltatlon. tfie harmonlzaflon poltcy of the EU,
though prlmaflly servlng the establlshm€nt of a stngte Éuropean mark€t, could also play
an lmportant role ln promoflng envlronmenhl objecflves.
htro.luction Oblect and oblectives
ln introducing the so-called "New Approach" in
1985, the European Community adopted a model of
technology control by deregulation which has a
long tradition in many countries of the European
Union. lts key feature rs co-operation between
legislators and independent industrial organizations.
The European legislator restricts its role to the
definition of general safety requirements to be met
in products and refers to technical standards for
their implementation. These are currently being
drafted by the European standardization bodies,
CEN/CENELEC, largely under their own
responsibility. Once a product has been
manufactured in accordance with these standards, it
is assumed that it also fulfils the legal requirements.
'T'J.J
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European Standa rdization and
Prod uct-integ rated Environ menta!
n view of the growing importance of
harmonized technical standards, the
Committee for the Environment, Nature
Conservation and Nuclear Safety of the
Cerman Federal Parliament charged the Cerman
Parliament's Office of Technology Assessment
(TAB) in 1993 to conduct a study on the
possibilities and problems associated with the
attainment of environmental protection goals
within the framework of European
standardization. This article presents the main
findings of that study, since they are of equal
relevance to other Member States and the Union,
although the situation varies a great deal from one
country to another.
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The new
approach of the EC to
harmonization is based
on co-operation
between legislators and
independent industrial
organizations
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ResponsibiliW is
transferred to the
private sector to
comply with EC safety
and technical
standards, which does
not guarantee
environmental
Protection
The advantages inherent in this new
approach to harmonization are generally said to
be the following:
o accelerated achievement of the single
market;
r effective elimination of technical trade
barriers;
e relief of the community legislator from the
need to draw up detailed technrcal
regu lations;
o rapid adaptation of product requirements to
the state of the art in technical development;
r better acceptance of standards by the
industries involved.
However, these indisputable advantages are
accompanied by a shift of responsibility for
action to the private sector, which calls for
systematic control by EC agencies of the
harmonised standards. The directives mainly
define general safety goals whose practical
implementation leaves private European
standardization organizations with considerable
discretion. Establishing technical standards
always requires balancing the interests of health
and environmental protection against economic
factors. lt is thus up to the standardization
bodies to decide on the tolerable risk in
handling products for the general public.
The procedure also may not guarantee the
consideration of environmental protection. The
principle of 'territorial representation' practised
in European standardization foresees that only
such harmonized national positions can be
argued as have already been achieved by
compromises. This implies a loss of pluralistic
rights of participation for all those parties
which, for institutional, organizational and
financial reasons, have fewer opportunities to
make therr voices heard, including, in
particular, consumer and environmental
protection interests.
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Ensurlng a hlgh leyel of envlronmental
protectlon ln product-related
standardlzatlon
The Maastricht Treaty firmly established the
protection of the environment as an independent
objective and as a cross-sectorial task. A factor
of particular interest in this respect is the
Commissron's commitment to base its proposals
for the single European Market in the areas of
health, safety, environmental protection, and
consumer protection on a 'high level of
protection'. However, the rather vague term
'high level of protection' should be made more
tangible if it is to assume the character of a legal
regulation beyond the mere indication of a
general political direction. The Maastricht
version of the EC Treaty could, in principle,
provide sufficient starting points for this.
lf the harmonized standards fail to consider
adequately such areas of public concern as
environmental protection, energy conservation
and resource conservation, this could cause the
member countries to block the
commercialization of products meeting the
standards. Achieving the high level of protection
guaranteed in the Treaty must therefore be in the
interest of the Community and, hence, also of the
European standardization bodies. These bodies
are well aware of their duties in environmental
protection, as is demonstrated by various efforts
over the past few years lo improve the
institutionalized and administrative preconditions
for the systematic inclusion of environmental
aspects in product-related standardization. lt will
not be an easy task, however, to guarantee a long-
term high level of environmental protection in
product standardization, especially if the demand
for greater environmental compatibility of
products clashes with the need to improve the
efficiency of achievrng the single market and
accelerating standardization activities.
,T-J-J,J
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Defining legal requirements as precisely as
possible would be helpful. However, given the
wide range of products covered in many
directives, this will be difficult. lt may be easier to
provide a more precise wording of the specific
mandates of the standardization bodies.
On the whole, however, these proposals
indicate that relatively tight constraints are
imposed on any attempt to improve, by more
precise legal condittons, the way in which
environmental interests can be considered in
standardization. lf the efficiency of standardization
is not to be jeopardized, standardization bodies
must be left sufficient discretion for their own
definitions so as not to impede technical and
functional innovations.
Reformlng the standardlzatlon Process
There is great interest in procedural
guarantees seeking to establish a balanced
process of drafting standards. To some extent it is
considered as tolerable for the government to
waive its right to issue regulations in favour of
private standardization organizations if the
standards are formulated by expert bodies in a
regular, transparent procedure with the
representative participation of interested parties
and of the public.
Those defending the interests of
environmental protection have argued that it is
hard for them to make optimum use of existing
opportunities for participation, due to their very
limited resources in terms of manpower,
organization, and funding. Hence, in order to
establish 'equal opportunities', there are
demands to enable the participation of both
government agencies working in the field of
environmental protection and representatives of
environmental associations. ln order to meet the
requirement of transparency, particular demands
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are made for early access to information about
impending standardization projects in sufficient
advance for the public to raise obiections, and
for the obligation to provide record of decision.
ln the opinion of the experts consulted by TAB,
this obligation would not have to extend to all
aspects of technical standardization, but mainly
to the consideration of environmental risks and
health risks caused by products. lt was also
suggested that the scope of discretion in
evaluation should be illustrated by at least two
alternative proposals complete with the
underlying reasons. Finally, the ma.iority of
experts felt that there should be a legally binding
EC directive regulating procedure.
Enhanced polltlcal legltlmation of
standards
lf there is no meaningful and feasible
alternative to the EU approach towards
harmonizing legal provisions, the European
legislator must ensure that this co-operative
legislative procedure is given democratic
legitimation. Standards replacing government
regulations protecting the public must be
subjected to effective control by the bodies of the
EC to ensure that the goals of the EC Treaty and
the requirements under the respective directives
are met. The experts consulted by TAB submitted
various proposals on this aspect, such as the
adoption of standards by the Commission within
the framework of 'closed-loop' legislation,
delegating a voting representative of the
Commission into standardization bodies and the
inkoduction of a 'conformity check' by the
Commission.
It is still a matter of debate how to design this
control without overtaxing the technical and
manpower resources of the Commission and,
above all, without ieopardizing the basic idea
underlying the new approach, namely
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deregulation. Should government control of
standardization procedures turn out to be
unfeasible, the only alternative to reduce the
delegation problem is to weaken the significance
of standards for product harmonization. lf
standards were reduced to the status of mere
recommendations by private associations, there
would be no legitimation problem and, hence,
no need for government control. lt is doubtful
whether this can be achieved without
undermining the confidence of producers in
harmonized standards, and thus jeopardizing the
integration goal.
Possibilities of national policy to influence the
design of framework conditions for European
sta ndard ization.
No 16 July 1997
Any active environmental policy of the
member countries seeking to make increasing
use of European standardization as an
instrument of proactive environmental
protection, will have to both make use of the
remaining, increasingly narrower, national
scope for action and, above all, co-operate at
European level.
The executive branches of the member
countries can exert direct influence on European
legislation through their representatives in the
Council of Ministers, which votes by qualified
majority on these issues, and they could use that
influence to achieve an ambitious level of
environmental protection in the product related
directives under the n.* .ppro..h. f
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The IPI§ ir one of the seven institutes of the Joint Research Centre of the EU Commission. lts remit
is ttra okerrratioq,and {ollow;up of technological change in its broadest sense, in order to
undentand better its link with economic and social chqnge, The lnstitùte curies out and co-
ordinatEs rseaich to ìmprre our understanding of thè impact of new technologies, and their
relàtionship to their socio«orpmk context.
The grrpse. of this raork is to support tlre decisioo-mafter in Ùre management of change pivotally
arrchomd en Sf dèwhpmenp. ln dris erdeavbur IPIS enjoy.* a dral.advantagir: teing a part of ihe
CommLsion.PTS shres tU gòals and prioritieu; on the other hand it cherisls ie rerarch institute
reutrality. and disarre.frorn *re intricacies of actual Folicy-rnr1,nU. This combination allorrvs the
IPTS to build hidgis 6et.€n tU undertakinp, òontributing to and co-ordinating the'creation of
cormon knodeà6e fues- at *re dlsposal of all staie-holders. Ihougfi the wor* of the IPIS is
miinly adressd;to fhe Comlnission, it also warla wifr decision-maken in th+ European
Parliamel, af àBe*lS ard institutions jn ttrelvtember Statw.
The lnstihrte's mài*'detivities, dÉfined in closecooperation with the decision'Éaker are:
l.Icchno@y Wdt. Ttris activity aims to alert European decision-makers to the social, econornic
ard political consequenc€s of maiq technotogieal issues and ùends. This is achieved through the
Eilrcpeah §cierrce and.,Technology Okervatory ([STO), a turopean-wide netwolk of natìonally
based organisations. TtÉ IPIS is the central node of ESTO, co-ordinating technology-watch 'joint
vèntrres) wtth theaim of bÉter un&rianding teehnoltigical change.
?- Techffi, Èfiphltpentj& co{tryr&i;eoei Given the significance of Érese issues for Europe
and Ére EU instftutions, tre ecÀnobgy-enploynent-còmpetltiveness'relationship is the driving
ftxpe khind alt lfl§ activities, focqsihg analyds orthe potential d promisirq technqlodes fqr job
ceation, eeonornic growth'and sociatr welfare. Suth analyses maY !q linked to spcific
techrmlogies, technological seciors, or cross-sectoral issues and themes.
l, S4fort fur fUffrmt*rf, TlÉ IPTS ako undertakes rùork'to suppor$ bsth Commìsrion services
and otf1er EU institutbn$ in,.rqsponse to specific teque6t§/ usually as a direct contribution to
decisisr-makint anilor polky impleinentation. These tasks are lully integrated with, and take full
advàntage o{ ongqin!'Tecfrnology Watch activitie§.
As well as collaforatin$dirctly'wi*r plicy-makers in order to ohtain first'hand urderstanding d
their Concern5, tl.C lP-T§ drawq upon §ecte{ actots' knowledge and promotes dialogue befween
them, r.vtrilst working in ilOse cooperation wiih tne scientific community 50 as to emure technical
accuracy. ln additiofl ro its flagship IPTS Report, the work oJ the IPTS is also presented. in occaslonal
prospecthÉ ni*es. a series of dossiers, synthesis report$ and wo*ing papers.
The IPTS Repod is published in the first week o[ every month, except for the months of Jonuory ond August. lt is edited in English
ond is currently ovoiloble free of chorge in four longuoges: English, French, Germon ond Sponish.
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